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a b s t r a c t

Goal models and business process models are complementary artifacts for capturing the
requirements and their execution flow in software engineering. In this case, goal models
serve as input for designing business process models. This requires mappings between
both types of models in order to describe which user goals are implemented by which
activities in a business process. Due to the large number of possible relationships among
goals in the goal model and possible control flows of activities, developers struggle with
the challenge of maintaining consistent configurations of both models and their
mappings. Managing these mappings manually is error-prone. In our work, we propose
an automated solution that relies on Description Logics and automated reasoners for
validating mappings that describe the realization of goals by activities in business process
models. The results are the identification of two inconsistency patterns – orchestration
inconsistency and choreography inconsistency – and the development of the correspond-
ing algorithms for detecting these inconsistencies.

& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With the growing importance of process-aware information
systems (PAISs), business process modeling has gained a
significant research attention [1]. A business process model is
an operational representation of activities, their ordering and
routing in order to achieve goals; that is, delivering services to
customers. However, as outlined in [2], the reasons and
rationales how the execution of a process and the correspond-
ing tasks satisfy the requirements of PAISs are often not
captured within business process models.
All rights reserved.
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Requirements engineering offers proven means for
understanding user intentions. Goal-oriented modeling is
a prominent formalism to describe requirements of a
system in terms of goals (intentions) and relationships
between goals. A goal describes a certain system function-
ality or property that should be achieved. Thus, it is not
surprising that the recent research on PAISs has focused on
the integration of business process modeling with goal-
oriented modeling (cf. Section 8). Related research concen-
trates on basic mapping and aligning principles between
the intentional perspective, represented by goal models
[3–5] or business models [6,7] and the process model
perspective. The main focus of these approaches is either
on enriching a process model with goals and relationships
between goals or on transformations from goal models to
process models. However, less attention has been paid
to the analysis and formalization of the influence of
intentional relations, which reflect the user requirement
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Fig. 1. Goal realizations in business process models. (a) Goal model of the E-Store. (b) Business process model of the E-Store.
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perspective, on process model relations, which cover the
process control flow and message exchange between
processes.
In this paper, we tackle the challenge of formalizing the
realization of intentions by activities in business processes.
These realizations are described by mappings. Based on the



1 According to the GRL standard [13] it is also possible to specify
correlation links. Correlation links are similar to contribution links, except
that they model side effects. From the goal satisfaction perspective both of
these links are same. For this reason, we restrict ourselves only to
contribution links.
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formalization, we specify orchestration and choreography
inconsistencies that might occur due to contradicting rela-
tionships between activities and their corresponding
(mapped) intentions. In that sense, an automated validation
of the mappings needs to assure the fulfillment of user goals
in each execution configuration/path of business processes.

To address this challenge, our first contribution (Section
4) is the definition of types of inconsistencies between goal
and process models. The definition of inconsistencies is
based on correspondences between intentional relation-
ships of the goal model and relationships in the process
model, which are given by control flow relations (orches-
tration) in terms of workflow patterns [8] and by interaction
relations (choreography) between processes. Next, based on
these correspondences, we propose a formal modeling
(Section 5) and validation (Section 6) approach in Descrip-
tion Logics. The focus of the modeling is to capture the
relationships among activities of the business process
model and between user intentions of the goal model.
Sound and complete Description Logics based reasoning is
used to ensure realization equivalence between user inten-
tions and their corresponding (mapped) activities; that is,
that there are no contradictions between relations of
intentions compared to their mapped activities. Finally, we
compare our approach to already available approaches for
validation of correspondences between goal and process
models (Section 8) and outline the conclusions (Section 9).

2. Foundations

This section presents fundamentals of the requirement
perspective and the business process design perspective.

2.1. Goal models

To date, several languages for goal modeling have been
proposed, e.g., i*/Tropos [9,10], NFR [11], KAOS [12] and Goal
Requirements Language (GRL) [13]. We adopted GRL, a part
of the recent Recommendation of the International Tele-
communications Union named User Requirements Notation
(URN) [13]. GRL is a language that integrates core concepts
of i* and NFR [14].

A goal model consists of actors, intentional elements, and
links [13].

Intentional elements are (hard) goals, soft goals, tasks, and
resources. A (hard) goal is a state of affairs that an actor
would like to achieve. Soft goals are similar to hard goals,
but without a clear-cut criteria if the condition is achieved
or not. Tasks specify conceptual solutions in order to achieve
a particular intentional element. Resources are informa-
tional or physical entities, which are available to the actors.
Actors are entities and refer to stakeholders or systems.
Actors can have intentions. In this case, we say an actor has
a scope and activities of this actor are within the
actor's scope.

A concrete goal model is depicted in Fig. 1(a). The goal
model is part of an online shopping case-study, which is
used throughout the paper. The goal model contains five
actors, namely Front Store, Back Store, Customer, Shipment,
and Supplier. When representing user intentions for a
system or a part of a system, actors are either internal or
external actors. Internal actors are part of the system-to-be,
while external actors represent stakeholders that interact
with system actors. In the goal model in Fig. 1(a), only the
intentional elements within the scope of the internal actor
Back Store are depicted. Intentional elements in the scope
of readability.

We distinguish between two kinds of links. (1) Depen-
dency links connect intentional elements and/or actors. (2)
Decompositions and contributions link intentional elements.1

Dependencies describe inter-actor relationships. They
express how a source actor (depender) depends on a
destination actor (dependee) for an intentional element
(dependum) [13]. Dependency relations are only defined
between different actors and/or intentional elements of
different actors, i.e., intentional elements in the scope of
different actors. Hence, a dependency link is not defined
between intentional elements of one actor. According to the
type of the dependum, dependencies are called task, (hard)
goal, soft goal and resource dependencies [15]. For example,
Front Store actor depends on Back Store actor for achieving
Process Order objective, and the Supplier actor depends on
Back Store actor for the soft goal Continuing Business.

Decompositions specify which intentional elements a
certain intentional element needs for its satisfaction. For
instance, the goal Ship & Bill is satisfied if both tasks Ship

Order and Bill Preparation are fulfilled. GRL supports AND,
IOR and XOR decompositions. An AND decomposition spe-
cifies that all source intentional elements need to be
satisfied for the target intentional element to be satisfied.
IOR is used to specify that the satisfaction of at least one
source satisfies the target, whereby XOR specifies that
exactly one of the source elements is necessary to satisfy
the target.

Contributions express how an intention contributes to
the achievement/fulfillment of another intention. Fig. 1(a)
shows different contribution types. The Make and Break

contributions are respectively positive and negative, and
sufficient for the fulfillment of a target element. Help and
Hurt contributions are also positive and negative respec-
tively, but insufficient. The extent of the contribution of
SomePositive and SomeNegative is unknown. Finally, for
the Unknown contribution link, both the extent and degree
(positive or negative) of the contribution are unknown.

Definition 2 compactly states the specification of goal
models.

Definition 1 (Goal model). A goal model is a quintuple
GM¼ ðA;G;P;D; CÞ. A denotes a set of actors. G is a set of
intentional elements (also called intentions or goals). Inten-
tions are (hard) goals (Gg), tasks (Gt), soft goals (Gs), and
resources(Gr).
�
 P is a set of dependency links:

PDðA∪GÞ � G� ðA∪GÞ:
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D are decompositions of intentional elements:
�

DDG� fAND; IOR;XORg � PðGÞ:2
�
 C denotes positive and negative contributions:
CDG� fþ

�
;þ� ;þ; 7?;�

�
;−;þ� g � G:
3 The set Eþ denotes the transitive closure on the set of edges E. EA
Regarding this definition, dependencies ðPDðA∪GÞ �
G� ðA∪GÞÞ are relations between intentional elements ðGÞ
within the scope of different actors or between actors ðAÞ.
For instance in Fig. 1(a), there is a dependency from actor
Front Store to hard goal Process Order, which is in the scope
of actor Back Store. The second argument ðGÞ refers to the
dependum, e.g., the hard goal Process Orders in Fig. 1(a).

In essence, goal models represent user intentions, rela-
tionships between intentions, actors, which might have
intentions within their scopes, and dependencies between
actors.

2.2. Business process models

There is an emergence and proliferation of process-
oriented software development methods for organizations
and enterprises. Today, software products as services are
designed, built, executed, maintained and evolved by means
of business processes on top of Web services technologies
[1,16]. To accomplish this, business process modeling dis-
tinguishes between the concepts of orchestration and chor-
eography [17].

A process orchestration describes the control flow of
activities in the perspective of one party. It refers to an
executable part of a business process that is provided by one
party through a central coordination. Activities realize and
implement certain intentions that can be specified by a
requirement model [18].

Process choreography takes inter- and intra-
organizational processes and communication between
them (e.g., B2B and B2C) into account. This may involve
multiple parties that perform different parts of the overall
business process. Choreography describes the set and order-
ing of interactions (i.e., message exchanges) between indi-
vidual parties and defines the expected behavior among the
interacting parties, i.e., a type of procedural contract or
protocol.

2.2.1. Process orchestration
Workflow patterns [19] describe the orchestration of

processes. They define how the process flow proceeds in
sequences and splits into branches and how branches
converge.

Business process models can be designed at different
levels of abstraction. A number of graph-based business
process modeling languages have been proposed, e.g.,
Event-driven Process Chain (EPC), Yet Another Workflow
Language (YAWL) [20] and UML Activity Diagrams. We use
the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [21] as a
2 PðGÞ denotes the power set of G.
base and standard modeling language. Nonetheless, the
proposed approach given in the present work is indepen-
dent of any goal and process modeling languages. Despite a
variance of modeling notations and different semantics, all
modeling languages share the common concepts of activ-
ities, gateways (or routing nodes) and relationships
between them.

Definition 2 (Business process model). A business process
model is defined as a connected graph ΓPM ¼ ðV; EÞ, where V
depicts a set of vertices, denoting activities A and gateways
G (V ¼A⊎G). A gateway G∈G has a type TðGÞ such that
TðGÞ∈fAND; IOR;XOR;DISCg. EDV � V denotes a set of edges
between vertices.

To allow the analysis of activities and their relationships
with intentions and their corresponding intentional rela-
tionships, we focus on structured process models, which are
more comprehensible and less error-prone [22]. We con-
sider structural well-formedness conditions for business
process models [23,24], where each process model is
decomposed into aggregated SESE (single-entry-single-exit)
fragments. SESE fragments can be derived from a process
model in linear time (cf. [25]). According to these structural
well-formedness conditions, gateways can have either
exactly one incoming edge and multiple outgoing edges or
multiple incoming edges and exactly one outgoing edge.
Furthermore, we assume a materialized representation
according to Definition 3.

Definition 3 (Materialized business process model). Given a
business process model ΓPM ¼ ðV; EÞ, a materialized business
process model PM is a quintuple ðA;G; E;F ; EAÞ. Vertices V
are either activities A or gateways GðV ¼A⊎GÞ. The set
FDV � V � B represents single-entry-single-exit (SESE)
fragments, in which B represents a set of branches between
entry and exit vertex. A branch B∈B is considered as a set of
atomic activities. EADEþ is a set of sequence edges obtained
from the process graph by treating gateways as
transparent.3

The set EA captures the explicit predecessor and succes-
sor relationships between atomic activities without gate-
ways. This set is derived from the set of edges E by
neglecting gateways and replacing them by their corre-
sponding next predecessor or successor activity. A business
process model is illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Mappings between
activities and tasks in the goal model are indicated by
activity annotations. E.g., the activity Credit Card Checking

is mapped to goal Check Credit Rate (CCR).
Fragments FDV � V � B (as introduced in Definition 3)

can be found for instance in the Customer process on the
right side, where AND gateways are the start and end point
of the fragment and B consists of two branches (between
the opening and closing gateway). Each branch B∈B con-
tains only one activity (Receive Items and Receive Receipt).
denotes the subset of the transitive closure such that activities are either
directly connected or transitively connected, but only with gateways in-
between them.
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In BPMN, process orchestrations are represented within
container called pools. In Fig. 1(b), there are two pools:
Store and Customer. Both pools contain a business process.
A pool refers to a participant and its local process view. In
the pool Store, the process is spread over two lanes
(FrontStore and BackStore). A lane is a sub-partition of a
process.

2.2.2. Process choreography
A choreography defines the sequence of interactions

between participants in terms of message exchange, which
appears between pools in BPMN models. A choreography
does not exist within a single pool (i.e., in a local context of
control). Fig. 1(b) illustrates an example of a choreography
between the pools Store and Customer. For instance, there
is a message sent from the activity Submit the Order in the
pool Customer to the activity Ask for Order Processing in the
pool Store. Message flows between pools define a choreo-
graphy [26]. We consider a process choreography as a set of
materialized business process models and a set of message
flows between activities, formally defined as follow.

Definition 4 (Process choreography). Given a set P of
materialized business process models. The set MD Â � Â,
with Â ¼⋃P∈P∧A ¼ activitiesðPÞA is a set of message flows. A
process choreography is a tuple Ch¼ ðP;MÞ with the con-
dition:
∀ðA1;A2Þ∈M : ⇒A1∈activitiesðP1Þ∧A2∈activitiesðP2Þ∧P1≠P2.4

For each message exchange between A1 and
A2ððA1;A2Þ∈MÞ it is required that A1 and A2 are activities of
different processes. We require that each process is in a pool
and each pool contains one process.

3. Methodology overview

This section provides an overview of the proposed
methodology and generated artifacts. This methodology
consists of two subprocesses: (i) the development of process
models based on intentions and (ii) the validation, as illu-
strated in Fig. 2.

In the former subprocess (see Fig. 2(a)), requirement
engineers develop a goal model representing stakeholders'
intentions and their refinement into tasks. This procedure
starts with identifying the actors (e.g., Back Store and Front

Store) of the system-to-be and their high level goals (e.g.,
Process Order) and soft goals (e.g., Minimize Risk). Actors
dependencies are identified and modeled in the goal model.
High level goals of actors are decomposed by following the
framework proposed by Liaskos et al. [27] where intentional
variability concerns are recognized for each high level goal.
Then, these goals are refined according to the variability
concerns. After refining goals, requirements engineers ana-
lyze the impacts of goals on other goals and model these
impacts using contribution links. Afterwards, a process
model is produced by defining activities and subprocesses
that realize tasks of the goal model. Activities are organized
in swim-lanes. Each lane refers to an internal actor in the
4 Ai∈activitiesðPiÞ is an abbreviation to denote that activity Ai∈A occurs
in process Pi ¼ ðA;G; E;F ; EAÞ.
goal model. According to the relations in the goal model,
process orchestration and choreography relations are deter-
mined and represented. Simultaneously, mappings between
tasks in the goal model and activities in the process model
are devised. These models offer two different viewpoints
(requirements on one side and process orchestration and
choreography on the other side), covering artifacts and
relationships among artifacts for different purposes.

The second subprocess (see Fig. 2(b)) identifies possible
inconsistencies that may happen between relationships in
the goal model and process models. As a first step, the goal
model, the process model and the mapping model are
transformed into a knowledge base in Description Logics.
The knowledge base covers the relationships of elements
from both models. Afterwards, the second step leverages
reasoning services, which rely on the well defined Tarski-
style semantics [28] of Description Logics, to recognize
(possible) inconsistencies between goal models and process
models. To this end, a subset of Description Logics con-
structs (ALC expressiveness) is used in our framework.
4. Realization inconsistencies

Tasks in the goal model are those intentional elements
that need to be performed in order to achieve the specified
requirements. The basis for aligning business process mod-
els with goal models is to map tasks of the goal model to
activities (atomic activities or subprocesses) in the business
process model in order to express the implementation of a
goal by an activity. We cover the following mapping rules
between elements in the goal models and business process
models, which follow basic mapping and realization prin-
ciples in the literature [3,29,30]:
�
 Actor mapping: The actors within a goal model are
mapped to parties that execute activities in the business
process, i.e., to swim-lanes and pools. In our case, each
pool contains one process.
○ Internal actors (actors that belong to the system-to-

be) are mapped to the lanes of a pool. If a pool
consists of multiple lanes the activities of a process
(in this pool) might be distributed over the lanes of
the pool.

○ External actors (actors that interact with the system-
to-be) are mapped to pools.
�

Intentional element mapping: Among the intentional
elements, tasks are implemented by activities in a
process. This is expressed by mappings.
○ Tasks in the goal model are mapped to the activities

(either atomic or composite, i.e., sub-processes).
These mapping principles follow the modeling intuition
of both models: (i) Actors in a goal model represent active
entities that perform actions to achieve their goals. These
goals are within the actor's scope. Likewise in the business
process model, lanes group activities of a process and pools
group processes that refer to different roles. (ii) Tasks in the
goal model are achieved by executing activities (atomic or
composite activities) in a process.



Fig. 2. Goal realizations in business process models. (a) Steps for developing the goal model, process models and mapping model. (b) Steps for detecting
inconsistencies.
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In Fig. 1, mappings are represented by annotations of
activities with the name of intentional elements. For
instance, the activity Money Order is mapped to the inten-
tional element In Person Payment (IPP).

When mappings are established, the process orchestra-
tion (ordering of activities) must be consistent with inten-
tional relations between goals, and a process choreography
(relations that are given by message exchange) must exist
between pools and lanes in case there are dependencies
between the corresponding actors.

4.1. Orchestration realization inconsistencies

The process orchestration is described by control flow
relations between activities, called workflow patterns.5

Definition 5 specifies workflow patterns as a collection of
all control flow relations an activity depends on.

Definition 5 (Workflow patterns). Let PM¼ ðA;G; E;F ; EAÞ
be a materialized business process model. We denote with
WFA the workflow relations of an activity A ∈A, specified on
activities A1;…;An∈A.

The workflow patterns of a process describe activities and
their execution ordering. The execution ordering is specified
by a combination of the introduced modeling constructs:
activities, gateways and edges (flow edges) between activ-
ities and gateways. The relations can be grouped into (i)
basic control flow patterns, (ii) advanced branching and
synchronization patterns, (iii) structural patterns, (iv) multi-
ple instance patterns, (v) state-based patterns and (vi)
cancelation patterns.

Basic control flow patterns cover the elementary aspects
of a process like sequences, parallel and exclusive branch-
ing. Advanced branching and synchronization patterns offer
5 http://www.workflowpatterns.com.
more complex branching and merging constructs like
multi-choice, discriminator and n-out-of-m joins. Structural
patterns contain restrictions regarding the structure like
loops with multiple entry and exit points and implicit
termination. Multiple instance patterns represent processes
where certain activities can have multiple instances (within
one process instance). State-based patterns allow the spe-
cification that the process execution is determined by the
state of the process instance at runtime. The cancelation
pattern is used to describe possibilities and situations
where the process execution can be terminated in certain
circumstances.

According to the mapping principles, activities imple-
ment tasks of the goal model. These tasks might depend on
other intentional elements in the goal model. This is
described by intentional relations (Definition 6).

Definition 6 (Intentional relations). Let GM¼ ðA;G, P;D; CÞ
be a goal model. IRG denote the intentional relations of the
intentional element G ∈G on other intentional elements
G1;…;Gm∈G. Intentional relations are represented by
decompositions D, contributions C and dependencies P
between intentional elements in the scope of different
actors.

According to the mapping rules, tasks in the scope of each
actor are mapped to activities inside pools and lanes. There-
fore, the execution relations between activities (i.e., work-
flow patterns) in business process models must be consistent
with intentional relations between intentional elements in
goal models. Mappings “carry” intentional relations to the
business process model. Thus, there might be inconsistencies
between the relations given by the workflow pattern of an
activity and the corresponding intentional relations of its
mapped intentional element. We distinguish between two
types of orchestration inconsistencies: (1) strong inconsis-
tency and (2) potential inconsistency (cf. Definitions 7 and 8).

http://www.workflowpatterns.com


Table 1
Correspondences and mapping influence between workflow patterns and intentional relations.

Workflow patterns Intentional relations

AND IOR XOR þ
� þ� Dep.

Sequence ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

AND–AND parallel split–synchronization ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

AND–IOR parallel split–multi-merge ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

AND–DISC parallel split–discriminator ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

AND–XOR parallel split–simple merge ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

XOR–XOR exclusive–simple merge ✓ ✓ ✓

IOR–IOR multi-choice–synchronizing merge 7 ✓ 7 7 7 7
IOR–XOR multi-choice–simple merge 7 ✓ 7 7 7 7
IOR–DISC multi-choice–discriminator 7 ✓ 7 7 7 7
Arbitrary cycles – – – – – –

Implicit termination – – – – – –

Multiple instances (MI) pattern – – – – – –

Deferred choice 7 7 ✓

Interleaved parallel routing ✓ 7 7

Milestone – – – – – –

Cancelation pattern – – – – – –
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Definition 7 (Strong inconsistency). Assume a workflow
pattern WFA for an activity A ∈A is specified over activities
A1;…;An∈A and an intentional relation IRG for G∈G, defined
over intentional elements G1;…;Gm∈G. Activities
A;A1;…;An are realizations of intentional elements
G;G1;…;Gm. A strong inconsistency between WFA and IRG

occurs if there is no execution combination of activities that
leads to the fulfillment of the intentional relation IRG.

A strong inconsistency says that for no execution that is
expressed by workflow pattern/relation WFA there is a goal
fulfillment/achievement of IRG possible. A weaker notion is
the potential inconsistency. There can exist an allowed
execution WFA in which the corresponding intentional
relation IRG is not fulfilled.

Definition 8 (Potential inconsistency). Assume a workflow
pattern WFA for an activity A∈A is specified over activities
A1;…;An∈A and an intentional relation IRG for an intention
G is defined over intentional elements G1;…;Gm∈G. Activ-
ities A;A1;…;An are realizations of intentional elements
G;G1;…;Gm. We define a potential inconsistency between
WFA and IRG if some execution combinations of activities
lead to the fulfillment of the intentional relation IRG and
some execution combinations of activities do not lead to the
fulfillment of IRG.

Both kinds of inconsistencies are recognized based on a
set of existing mappings. Adding additional mappings might
lead to further inconsistencies.

As our approach is applied for process engineering and
modeling at design time, i.e., we consider process models
rather than executions and execution observations, various
patterns of the multiple instance, state-based and cancela-
tion patterns are not affected by in our approach, since they
deal with rather run-time related aspects that cannot
become inconsistent at design time. Table 1 summarizes
the influence of intentional relations on workflow patterns,
but it also provides a comprehensive overview how both
kinds of relations can be mapped to each other. The last
column in Table 1 depicts the influence of dependencies in
the goal model. In this case, we require that the correspond-
ing intentions are in the scope of different actors.

The example in Fig. 1 contains a strong and a potential
inconsistency. The strong inconsistency is due to the activ-
ities Send Receipt and Shipment that are mapped to tasks
Bill (BL) and Ship Order (SO), whereby these tasks are AND-
siblings. Thus, each satisfaction of the target element Ship &

Bill requires that both tasks Bill (BL) and Ship Order (SO) are
fulfilled simultaneously, while each process execution
allows either the execution of Send Bill or Shipment.

A potential inconsistency is caused by the mapping of
activities Credit Card Checking and Customer Record Check-

ing to the exclusive sibling tasks Check Credit Rate (CCR)

and Check if Return Customer (CRC) in the goal model.
There are executions where both activities are executed, but
this would contradict to the exclusiveness of the tasks
Check Credit Rate (CCR) and Check if Return Customer

(CRC) to fulfill their target goal DTC.
As shown in Table 1, we use four symbols to indicate

whether we can identify an inconsistency or not: (i) ‘✓’

indicates no inconsistency between intentional relations IR
and workflow relations WP, (ii) strong inconsistencies are
denoted by ‘ ’, (iii) the symbol ‘7 ’ refers to potential
inconsistencies, and (iv) if our approach cannot lead to
inconsistencies at the modeling level based on a mapping
between tasks and activities, the corresponding cells are
marked with ‘–’. Inconsistencies are caused by contradicting
relationships of mapped elements. Thus, adding additional
mappings might cause further inconsistencies.

4.2. Choreography realization inconsistencies

Choreography describes the message exchange between
processes. Recurrent business process choreography scenar-
ios are formulated using service interaction patterns [31].
These patterns encompass a variety of interaction scenarios
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ranging from simple message exchanges to multiple parti-
cipants and multiple message exchanges.

Based on the number of involved parties and maximum
message exchange between two parties, the interaction
patterns are classified to:
�
 single-transmission bilateral interaction patterns: send,
receive, send/receive;
�
 single-transmission multilateral interaction patterns:
racing incoming messages, one-to-many send, one-
from-many receive, on-to-many send/receive;
�
 multi-transmission interaction patterns: multi-responses,
contingent requests, atomic multicast notification.
6 From a logical point of view, a dependency relation depicts a
relationship between actors (depender and dependee) or between inten-
tions of their scope, but there is no relationship imposed to the dependum.

7 Remember that in Fig. 1(a) the intentional elements of the actor
Customer are omitted, thus, the intentional element Select Payment

Method is not depicted in Fig. 1(a).
According to the terminology and modeling assumptions
of the BPMN language, choreography is between processes
of different pools. Thus, the following subset of the inter-
action patterns is supported in BPMN [32]: Single-
transmission bilateral interaction patterns cover the mes-
sage exchange between two participants, including (i.a)
send, (i.b) receive and (i.c) send and receive. The single
transmission multilateral interaction pattern describes mes-
sage exchange between one participant on one side and
multiple participants on the other side. In the realm of the
BPMN language, we consider the pattern (ii.a) racing incom-
ing messages. Finally, multi-transmission interaction pattern
allows multiple rounds of message exchange between two
actors. The BPMN language supports the (iii.a) multi-
responses pattern.

When intentional elements are mapped to activities,
there might be inconsistencies between the actor depen-
dencies in the goal model and the message exchange
between pools (i.e., participants in an interaction).

In the goal model, dependency links are utilized to
represent the interactions between actors. According to
Mahfouz et al. [30], actors' dependencies can be classified
based on the types of dependum and the logical and
physical nature of the dependency. The dependum element
can be either a goal, a task, or a resource [15]. A dependency
can be either physical—a physical occurrence that indicates
the satisfaction of a dependency (e.g., shipping items into a
warehouse) or informational—needed information are pro-
vided for a depender by a dependee. We follow the
argumentation of [30] that physical activities, which parti-
cipants perform, are not necessarily manifested in the
choreography description in a direct way since the satisfac-
tion of the dependency can only be assessed if the depender
has observed a physical occurrence of indicators. Therefore,
we focus on the informational dependencies.

Interactions between actors are realized in the corre-
sponding business processes in two ways. Firstly, if actors
are mapped to pools, dependencies are realized through
message exchange between pools, or more precisely
between the processes in the different pools. Secondly, in
the case the actors are mapped to lanes, dependencies
between intentions (of different actors) are realized through
control flow relations [3,29]. Therefore, there must exist a
service interaction pattern between activities that are
mapped to the intentional elements of a depender and
activities that are mapped to the intentional elements of a
dependee. Accordingly, there might be a choreography
inconsistency in the business process model with respect
to actor dependencies. A choreography inconsistency is
defined as the following:

Definition 9 (Choreography inconsistency). Let GM¼
ðA;G;P;D; CÞ be a goal model and G1∈G, G2∈G be intentional
elements, Act1;Act2∈A actors and G1 is in the scope of actor
Act1ðG1∈ScopeðAct1ÞÞ and goal G2 is in the scope of actor
Act2ðG2∈ScopeðAct2ÞÞ.
Let Ch¼ ðP;MÞ be a process choreography. Assume there

are mappings between intentional elements G1 and
A1∈activitiesðP1Þ and between G2 and A2∈activitiesðP2Þ
(P1; P2∈P). Furthermore, there is a dependency relation
ðG1;Gx;G2Þ∈P (G1 is the depender, G2 is the dependee and
Gx is the dependum).6

There is a choreography inconsistency if there is no
service interaction patterns between activities A1 and A2

(i.e., ðA1;A2Þ∉M and ðA2;A1Þ∉M).

Fig. 1 shows an example of a choreography inconsis-
tency. We map Back Store, Front Store, and Customer to the
corresponding swim-lanes (BackStore, FrontStore) in the
process Store and to the process Customer. The actor
Customer depends on the actor Back Store for achieving
the goal Handle Payment. More precisely, the intentional
element Collect Payment (CP) (scope of actor Back Store)
depends on Select Payment Method (scope of actor Custo-

mer).7 The task Collect Payment (CP) (scope of the actor
Back Store) is mapped to the activity Ask for Payment

Method in the Store process (FrontStore lane). As we can
see, there is no interaction (i.e., message flow pattern)
between the corresponding activities in the processes for
realizing this dependency. Therefore, there exists a choreo-
graphy inconsistency since we expect a message exchange
between the activity Ask for Payment Method and the
corresponding activity Select Payment Method (Customer

process).

5. Knowledge base for realization validation

We use Description Logics (DL) [33] to model workflow
patterns, intentional relations and mappings. Based on this
representation, DL reasoning services are used to validate
realizations of intentional elements by workflow patterns.

5.1. Foundations of Description Logics

DL is a decidable subset of first-order logic (FOL). A DL
knowledge base consists of a TBox (Terminological Box) and
an ABox (Assertional Box). The TBox is used to specify
concepts, which denote sets of individuals and roles defin-
ing binary relations between individuals. The main syntactic
constructs are depicted in Table 2, supplemented by the
corresponding FOL expressions. Concept inclusion axioms
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C⊑D mean that each individual of the concept C is also an
individual of D. There are two special concepts in Descrip-
tion Logics, namely the universal concept (top concept) ⊤
and the bottom concept ⊥. The top concept ⊤ is the super-
concept of all concepts, i.e., C⊑⊤ holds for each concept C.
⊥ is an unsatisfiable concept. A concept equivalence (or
definition) C≡D is an abbreviation for two concept inclusion
axioms C⊑D and D⊑C. R and S denote roles (properties),
which are binary relations between concepts. R⊑S describes
that R is a subrole of S.

A concept union is a complex concept expression and
refers to a disjunction in FOL, i.e., an individual of an
concept union has to be an individual of at least one concept
Ci of the union. Likewise, a concept intersection refers to a
conjunction in FOL. A concept negation :C is the set of all
individuals that are not individuals of the concept C. C can
be an arbitrary complex concept.

Universal and existential quantifiers either restrict or
require relations with other concepts (C in Table 2). These
other referenced concepts can be arbitrary complex
concepts.

Inference services of DL rely on the well defined Tarski-
style semantics [28]. The subset of DL constructs we use in
our models (ALC expressiveness) in combination with
existing highly optimized reasoning algorithms and systems
allows for practically efficient reasoning. In the remainder of
this paper, we use subsumption checking and concept
classification as basic reasoning services.

5.2. Representation of models and realizations

The key part of our modeling formalism contains the
relations of both models, combined with mappings between
them. The goal model describes intentional relations
between goals and the business process model specify
control flow relations on activities, which refer to basic
workflow patterns [8,19]. According to the inconsistency
detection problem, as specified in Section 4, our approach
is based on a comparison of these relations. In the remain-
der of this section, we consider how such a comparison is
realized by concept comparison (i.e., subsumption checking)
in Description Logics.

5.2.1. Representation of intentional relations
The intentional relations of a goal model GM are

described in a DL knowledge base ΣGM . Algorithm 1 depicts
the representation of intentional relations of a goal model
GM¼ ðA;G;P;D; CÞ. Only tasks are implemented by activ-
ities. Thus, the algorithm introduces for each task G (G∈Gt) a
(complex) concept RelG to capture its intentional relations,
which are either decompositions or contributions. Complex
concepts describe relationships of atomic concepts and
roles (properties) in DL. Intentional elements G are repre-
sented as atomic concepts.

Algorithm 1. Intentional relations ΣGM .

1:
 Input: Goal model GM¼ ðA;G;P;D; CÞ

2:
 for all A∈A do

3:
 if ðG; IOR; fG1 ;…;GngÞ∈DA ðDADDÞ then
8 Note that ⊗ is not a standard operator in DL. For a more concise
4:
 RelGi
≡⊔j ¼ 1;…;n∃requires:Gj
representation, we use ⊗ ∃requires:G′ as an abbreviation for
G′∈fG1 ;…;Gng
ðfor i¼ 1;…;nÞ

⊔G′∈fG1 ;…;Gng∃requires:G′⊓:ð⊔G″;G‴∈fG1 ;…;Gngð∃requires:G″⊓∃requires:G‴ÞÞ.
5:
 end if
6:
 if ðG;AND; fG1 ;…;GngÞ∈DA ðDADDÞ then

7:
 RelGi

≡⊓j ¼ 1;…;n∃requires:Gj
ðfor i¼ 1;…;nÞ

8:
 end if

9:
 if ðG;XOR; fG1;…;GngÞ∈DA ðDADDÞ then

10:
 RelGi

≡⊗j ¼ 1;…;n∃requires:Gj
11:
 end if

12:
 end for

13:
 for all ðG′;þ

�
;GÞ∈C do
14:
 RelG≔RelG⊓∃requires:G′

15:
 end for

16:
 for all ðG′;þ� ;GÞ∈Cdo

17:
 RelG≔RelG⊓:∃requires:G′

18:
 end for

19:
 for all ðGdepender ;Gdependum;GdependeeÞ∈P do

20:
 RelGdepender

≔RelGdepender
⊓∃requires:Gdependum
21:
 DepGdepender
≔DepGdepender

⊓∃requires:Gdependum
22:
 end for
Lines 3–5 treat IOR-decompositions of an intention into
subgoals Gi i∈ð1;…;nÞ. Thus, intentions Gi are disjunctively
related to each other. This is represented in DL by a concept
union over all intentions Gj that are members of the IOR-
decomposition. For each intention Gi that is part of the IOR-
decomposition, we introduce a concept RelGi

to describe the
relations of each intention. In this vein, a conjunctive
decomposition (lines 6–8) is described by a concept inter-
section in DL. As in the previous case, we introduce relation
concepts RelGi

to capture conjunction for all members of the
decomposition.

The representation of exclusive decompositions is
straightforward (lines 9–11).8 An intention can only be the
source of one decomposition, i.e., either IOR, XOR or AND.

Sufficient positive contributions (lines 13–15) specify
that the fulfillment of G requires the fulfillment of G′. Thus,
we add the expression ∃requires:G′ to the definition of the
relation concept RelG. The meaning in Description Logics is
that an instance of goal G′ must have a role / property
requires to another goal instance. Sufficient negative con-
tributions (lines 16–18) use concept negation in order to
represent that the fulfillment of G cannot be achieved if G′ is
fulfilled. A task might be involved in multiple (positive and
negative) contributions simultaneously. Contributions that
are not sufficient are not included in this representation
since their effect cannot be completely determined at
design time when mappings are assigned to the models.

Lines 19–22 capture dependencies between intentions,
where intention Gdepender depends on the intention Gdependee

on an intention Gdependum. Logically, this is an implication
that the fulfillment of Gdepender requires the fulfillment of the
intention Gdependum, which is reflected in the DL concept
expression RelGdepender

. Following the discussion in Section 4,
this relation is only added into the knowledge base if there
is an explicit dependency relation between the intentional
elements Gdepender and Gdependee and both are in the scope of
different internal actors. In line 21 the dependency between



Table 2
Constructs and notations in DL and FOL syntax.

Construct DL syntax FOL syntax

Atomic concept C CðxÞ
Atomic role R Rðx; yÞ
Concept incl. C⊑D ∀x:CðxÞ-DðxÞ
Role inclusion R⊑S ∀x; y:

Rðx; yÞ-Sðx; yÞ
Concept union C1⊔⋯⊔Cn C1ðxÞ∨⋯∨CnðxÞ
Concept int. C1⊓⋯⊓Cn C1ðxÞ∧⋯∧CnðxÞ
Concept neg. :C :CðxÞ
Universal quant. ∀P:C ∀y:ðPðx; yÞ-CðyÞÞ
Exist. quant. ∃P:C ∃y:ðPðx; yÞ∧CðyÞÞ
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intentions Gdepender and Gdependee is represented by an addi-
tional concept expression DepGdepender

to handle the other case
when at least one actor is an external actors (i.e., does not
belong to the system-to-be). The dependency relation might
cause both orchestration and choreography inconsistencies,
depending on whether at least one actor is an external actor
or not. This depends on the mapping, i.e., whether an actor
is mapped to a pool (process) or to a lane (part of a process).
Thus, we will distinguish these two cases in the inconsis-
tency detection later on. All other intentional relations can
only cause inconsistencies in the process orchestration.

RelApproveOrder≡∃ requires:ApproveOrder
⊓∃requires:CustomerProfileRetrieve ð1Þ

RelElectronicPayment≡∃requires:ElectronicPayment
⊔∃requires:InPersonPayment ð2Þ

Axiom 1 describes an AND-relation of the sibling inten-
tional elements Approve Order and Customer Profile

Retrieve. The intentional relation of Customer Profile
Retrieve is defined equally. The AND-relation is expressed by
the concept intersection (⊓) of the concept expressions
∃ðrequires:ApproveOrder and ∃requires:CustomerProfileRetrieve.

An inclusive OR-relation between Electronic Payment or
In Person Payment is exemplified in Axiom 2, in which the
fulfillment relationship of both tasks is reflected, while both
tasks are inclusive siblings within an OR decomposition. The
relation of intention In Person Payment is defined equally.
5.2.2. Workflow relations
We represent business process models in terms of work-

flow (control flow) relations between activities (cf. Section
2). Algorithm 2 describes how the corresponding knowl-
edge base ΣPM is built.

Algorithm 2. Workflow patterns ΣPM .
 Ch

1:
 Input: Mat. process model PM¼ ðV; E;F ; EAÞ e

2:
 for all A∈A ðADVÞ do

3:
 OrchA≡⊤

th

4:
 end for co

5:
 for all E∈EA then C

6:
 if ðA1 ;A2Þ ¼ E then

7:
 OrchA1

≔OrchA1
⊓∃requires:A2 ti
8:
 OrchA2
≔OrchA2

⊓∃requires:A1
9:
 end if D
10:
 end for C
11:
 for all F∈F do co
12:
 if
F ¼ ðAND;AND;BÞ∨F ¼ ðAND; IOR;BÞ∨F ¼ ðAND;XOR;BÞ∨F ¼ ðAND;DISC;BÞ
then
13:
 OrchAi
≔OrchAi

⊓⊓Bj∈B∃requires:ð⊓Ak∈BJ AkÞ

14:
 end if

15:
 if F ¼ ðIOR; IOR;BÞ∨F ¼ ðIOR;DISC;BÞ∨F ¼ ðIOR;XOR;BÞ then

16:
 OrchAi

≔OrchAi
⊓⊔Bj∈B∃requires:ð⊓Ak∈BJ AkÞ
17:
 end if

18:
 if F ¼ ðXOR;XOR;BÞ then

19:
 OrchAi

≔OrchAi
⊗Bj∈B∃requires:ð⊓Ak∈BJ

AkÞ

20:
 end if

21:
 end for
There might be an overlapping of activity relations. For
instance, the activity Money Order in Fig. 1(b) is part of an
exclusive branching fragment (internal fragment in Fig. 1
(b)) and also within a parallel branching fragment, i.e., the
activityMoney Order is conjunctively and exclusively related
to other activities. Accordingly, we build orchestration
relations of activities (OrchA) as a conjunction (intersection
in DL) of activities from the different control flow patterns.
Initially, each orchestration relation concept OrchA is
defined as equivalent to the universal concept ⊤ (line 3).

In lines 5–10, the sequential control flow relations (in
both directions) of an activity A are covered by restricting
the concept OrchA. Since gateways do not realize intentions,
they are transparent in the representation (cf. Definition 3).
Afterwards, relations within fragments F are considered,
whereby only those fragments that start and end with a
gateway are relevant. Each branch B∈B of a fragment F∈F is
a set of atomic activities. In lines 12–14, the algorithm
restricts the concept definitions OrchAi

, in which Ai are those
activities that appear in parallel branches. We use an
intersection between activity sets of sibling branches, indi-
cating the conjunctive relationship between sibling activ-
ities in parallel branches. From a logical point of view, we
treat different closing gateways (multiple merge, synchro-
nization and discriminator) equally. Branching relations do
not impose restrictions on activities within the same branch
in a fragment (in contrast to the sequence pattern). Thus,
we describe all activities of the same branch by a concept
intersection, independent of the kind of branching.

Multi-choices are treated in lines 15–17, including syn-
chronizing merge, simple merge and discriminator. Logi-
cally, activities of sibling branches are connected by a
concept union. In case of exclusive branching (lines 18–
20), the concept definitions OrchAi

contain a further restric-
tion that allows only the execution of one branch.

Axiom 3 depicts a part of the control flow relation of
activity Credit Card Checking (cf. Fig. 1(b)). The activity is
part of a choice fragment, i.e., either activity Credit Card

ecking or Customer Records Checking can be executed, or
ven both. This relation is represented by a concept union in
e first line of the axiom. The second line of the axiom
vers sequential relations of the activity Credit Card

hecking to its successor Approve Order.
Axiom 4 describes the relation of activity Fraud Detec-

on, as member of a parallel branch, in which activity Apply

iscount and the internal fragment with activities Credit

ard, Debit Card and Money Order. The relation concept also
vers predecessor (Verify Payment Information) and
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successor (Build And Package Order) activities.

OrchCreditCardChecking≡ð∃ requires:CreditCardChecking
⊔∃requires:CustomerRecordsCheckingÞ
⊓∃requires:ApproveOrder ð3Þ

OrchFraudDetection≡ð∃ requires:FraudDetection
⊓∃ requires:ApplyDiscount
⊓ð∃requires:CreditCard
⊗∃requires:DebitCard
⊗∃requires:MoneyOrderÞÞ
∃ requires:VerifyPaymentInformation
⊓∃requires:BuildAndPackageOrder ð4Þ

5.2.3. Process choreography
The workflow relations of a single business process

model PM are already represented in the knowledge base
ΣPM . Finally, a representation of the process choreography
between a set of processes is needed.

Algorithm 3 depicts the axioms of a process choreogra-
phy Ch in the knowledge base ΣCh.

Algorithm 3. Choreography knowledge base ΣCh.

1:
 Input: Process Choreography Ch¼ ðP;MÞ

2:
 for all Proc∈P do

3:
 for all A∈activitiesðProcÞ do

4:
 ChorA≡⊤

5:
 end for

6:
 end for

7:
 for all ðA1 ;A2Þ∈M do

8:
 ChorA1

≔ChorA1
⊓∃requires:A2
9:
 ChorA2
≔ChorA2

⊓∃requires:A1
10:
 end for
For each activity, a concept ChorA is initialized (line 4). If
there is a message exchange between activities A1 and A2,
expressed by ðA1;A2Þ∈M, we extend the concept definitions
ChorA1 and ChorA2 by referring to the other activity. Accord-
ing to Section 2, a message exchange is only allowed
between activities of different processes. In the concept
definitions of the choreography relations, the same DL role
requires is used as for the workflow relations that describe
the process orchestration.

5.2.4. Mapping between intentions and activities
Besides intentional relations and workflow patterns, we

have to represent the realization of tasks by the correspond-
ing activities in terms of mappings in the knowledge base
ΣM . A mapping is described as a concept equivalence in the
knowledge base. If there is a mapping mðG;AÞ from a task G
to an activity A, we represent the mapping by an axiom
A≡G. In both models, we use the same role requires in order
to allow for a comparison of relations of both models.

6. Detection of realization inconsistencies

Mappings describe the implementation of a task (inten-
tional element) by an activity. As a consequence, it is
expected that the relations of a task and its corresponding
activity are not contradicting. The detection of orchestration
and choreography realization inconsistencies can be
checked independently from each other, by comparing the
intentional relations of the goal model with the process
orchestration of a particular business process model and
with the choreography of a set of interacting business
processes.
6.1. Process orchestration inconsistencies

For a given mappingmðG;AÞ, we compare the correspond-
ing workflow patterns WF of activity A and the intentional
relations IR of intentional element G in order to test whether
these relations might cause any inconsistencies. We distin-
guish between the two introduced kinds of inconsistencies
and no inconsistency, which is also called realization equiva-
lence, according to the overview of inconsistencies of Table 1
(Section 4). Relations of G and A are represented by concepts
RelG and OrchA in the knowledge base.

In the knowledge base, this is reflected by the combination
of the concepts RelG and OrchA as follows: (i) A strong
inconsistency means that there cannot be any execution
combination of activities that fulfills the intentional relations
of the corresponding intentional elements. In the DL sense,
the intersection of both concepts RelG⊓OrchA is unsatisfiable,
i.e., the intersection RelG⊓OrchA cannot have a common
individual. (ii) A potential inconsistency indicates that there
might be an execution of activities, in which the correspond-
ing intentional relation is not fulfilled. In this case, the
intersection RelG⊓OrchA is satisfiable, i.e., there can exist
common individuals of both concepts. (iii) The intentional
relations of G and the workflow patterns of activity A are
called realization equivalent if all execution combinations that
involve activity A lead to a fulfillment of the intentional
relations of G. This is true if the subsumption OrchA⊑RelG
holds. Logically, this means that OrchA implies RelG.

In order to check these three different cases, we intro-
duce the following validation concepts. The concept Valid✓

is defined as :OrchA⊔RelG to encode the subsumption test
OrchA⊑RelG. Thus, OrchA is subsumed by RelG if Valid✓≡:
OrchA⊔RelG is equivalent to the universal concept ⊤. This
indicates the realization equivalence. A concept Valid7 is
defined as the intersection OrchA⊓RelG to test whether there
is a potential or a strong inconsistency, i.e., if Valid7 is
satisfiable there is a potential inconsistency, otherwise a
strong inconsistency. Formally, the knowledge base ΣO is
obtained as described in Definition 10.

Definition 10 (Orchestration knowledge base ΣO). The
knowledge base ΣO≔ΣGM∪ΣPM∪ΣM is extended as follows:
For each mapping mðG;AÞ from an intentional element G to
an activity A, which is represented in ΣM by an axiom G≡A,
we insert the following axioms into ΣO:
�
 Valid✓A;G≡:OrchA⊔RelG
�
 Valid7
A;G≡OrchA⊓RelG
Given the orchestration knowledge base, we get the
validation result en passant. Classifying the validation
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concepts Valid✓A;G and Valid7
A;G of the knowledge base ΣO

leads to the following results:
1.
 If Valid✓A;G is classified equal to the universal concept ⊤,
we can guarantee the realization equivalence of the
workflow patterns over activity A and the intentional
relations over intentional element (task) G.
2.
 In the other case, there is either a strong inconsistency or
a potential inconsistency. This is indicated by the classi-
fication of the concept Valid7

A;G. If Valid
7
A;G is classified as a

subconcept of the bottom concept ⊥ (i.e., Valid7
A;G⊑⊥),

there is a strong inconsistency, otherwise (i.e.,
Valid7

A;G⋢⊥) there is a potential inconsistency.

6.2. Process choreography inconsistencies

In case a goal model GM is mapped to multiple processes
and there are dependencies between actors in the goal
model, we have to check whether there is a choreography
inconsistency, according to Definition 9. Like for the orches-
tration inconsistencies, the mappings between intentions
and activities are represented in the mapping knowledge
base ΣM . Intentional relations are covered in the goal model
knowledge base ΣGM . Additionally, choreography between
processes of mapped activities need to be considered. We
obtain our knowledge base ΣC as described in Definition 11.

Definition 11 (Choreography knowledge base ΣC). The
knowledge base ΣC≔ΣGM∪ΣCh∪ΣM is extended as follows:
For each mapping mðG;AÞ from an intentional element G to
an activity A, which is represented in ΣM by an axiom G≡A,
we insert the following axiom into ΣC:
�
 ValidChorG;A ≡:RelG⊔ChorA
From a logical point of view, this is also an implication as
for the potential inconsistency detection in Section 6.1. The
intentional relations RelG imply the choreography relation
ChorA. We expect that a dependency between intentions (in
the scope of different external actors) is also covered in the
choreography ChorA of the corresponding mapped activities.
The implication is not satisfied, which is tested in the
validation later on, if there is a dependency relation but
not the corresponding message exchange (choreography).
Otherwise, the implication holds. In the DL representation,
this means that the concept ValidChorG;A is equal to the
universal concept ⊤. Therefore, we detect a choreography
inconsistency if a concept ValidChorG;A is not equal to the
universal concept ⊤ after a concept classification by a
reasoner.
9 The Web Ontology Language (OWL): http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-o
verview/.
7. Proof-of concept and discussion

The first part of this section conducts a performance
evaluation of the inconsistency detection algorithms,
demonstrating the tractability of the approach for models
of realistic size. Discussions on qualitative analysis and on
the general methodology and applicability are presented
afterwards.

7.1. Performance evaluation

We conduct an evaluation by providing a proof-of con-
cept in which workflow patterns from BPMN processes,
message exchange between processes and intentional rela-
tions from GRL goal models are represented in an OWL DL
(OWL2 DL)9 knowledge base. We analyze the reasoning
performance with different sizes of goal and process models
and with varying numbers of inconsistencies in order to test
how the validation approach is applicable for real sized
process models.

7.1.1. Experimental setting and data set
The goal of our evaluation setting is to systematically

observe how the presented validation algorithms scale with
the increase of the models and the increase of orchestration
and choreography inconsistencies. To achieve this, we apply
the simulation modeling technique by following guidelines
similar to those proposed in [34]. We selected the simula-
tion technique, as it is commonly used in the context of
model validation and verification [35,36].

We build the models directly in the Description Logics
representation as follows:
1.
 We randomly generated goal models with three differ-
ent sizes: (I) 200, (II) 400 and (III) 600 intentional
elements. More than 50% are tasks, i.e., intentional
elements that can be mapped to activities. The ratio/
distribution of AND, IOR and XOR decompositions is
nearly equally. Each goal model consists of 4 actors
(2 internal and 2 external actors).
2.
 For each goal model, 2 corresponding process models
are derived, each distributed over two lanes. For each
task, a corresponding activity is obtained, ending up
with 2 interacting process models with a total number
of (I) 100, (II) 200 and (III) 300 activities (of both
models).
� AND, IOR and XOR decompositions are “trans-

formed” to AND, IOR and XOR workflow (control
flow) patterns.

� Positive contributions and dependencies between
internal actors lead to sequential patterns.

Due to this generation principle, the “correct” map-
pings between tasks and activities are already given
by the experimental process model design, instead
of manually establishing them. By this design,
we already know which activity implements
which task.
3.
 Finally, we modify mappings between tasks and activ-
ities such that different orchestration and choreography
inconsistencies occur. The ratio of inconsistencies varies
(for both kinds of inconsistencies) between 10%, 30%
and 50% (out of all possible inconsistencies). This
principle is based on the mutation testing technique,

http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/
http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/
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originally proposed in [37] as a common fault-based
technique where simple faults are predicted.
Due to the artificial changing of mappings (third step),
we inject orchestration and choreography inconsistencies
into (originally correct) mappings between goal and process
models. Thus, we exactly know the number of possible and
existing inconsistencies in each concrete case, which paves
the way for a meaningful analysis of the performance of our
validation algorithm by varying the number of orchestration
and choreography inconsistencies.

As already mentioned, the generated process models
consist of 100, 200 and 300 activities on average. This size of
process models has been observed substantially through
existing (reference) process models in the literature [38]
such as the SAP reference process model.

The distributions of inconsistencies were chosen not
only to preserve diversity in the number of orchestration
and choreography inconsistencies, but also to have realistic
view of the number of possible inconsistencies that might
happen in real case-studies. We assume that it is rare to
have a model with 80% inconsistencies.

Table 3 shows the different settings we apply. There are
three different sizes (I)–(III) and for each size there are 9
different distributions of inconsistencies (10%, 30%, 50% of
orchestration and choreography inconsistencies), ending up
with 27 different settings. For each setting, 50 samples were
generated.

7.1.2. Evaluation results
After reasoning on the knowledge bases ΣO and ΣC , our

tool produces a list of realization equivalent mappings
(Valid✓≡⊤) and a list of strong inconsistencies Valid7⊑⊥,
the remaining are known as potential inconsistencies (i.e.,
Valid7⋢⊥). Likewise, a list of choreography inconsistencies
(ValidChor⋢⊥) is obtained. The ontology creation is imple-
mented with the OWL-API.10 For reasoning, we used the
Pellet reasoner.11 Our test system is a Notebook with an
Intel Core 2 Duo 8700 CPU (2.5 GHz, 4 MB cache and 2 GB
DDR2 RAM). The DL expressiveness of the knowledge bases
ΣO and ΣC is ALC.

The overall result for the different settings according to
Table 3 is depicted in Fig. 3. For each of these 27 different
settings, three different model sizes, three different num-
bers of orchestration inconsistencies and also three differ-
ent numbers of choreography inconsistencies are applied.
The time for inconsistency detection, i.e., the time the
reasoner needs to classify the validation concepts, is the
average time for each setting (each setting consists of 50
generated models).

The observations in this experiment show that the
execution time is reasonable for realistic-size models and
for a varying number of inconsistencies. As shown in Fig. 3,
the size of the models affect the execution time. The mean
values of the execution time are: 1493.04 ms (100 activ-
ities), 2807.74 ms (200 activities) and 4394.27 (300 activ-
ities). This is a rather expected result since in the increase in
0 OWL-API site: http://owlapi.sourceforge.net/.
1 Pellet reasoner site: http://clarkparsia.com/pellet/.
the model size also increase proportionally the number of
mappings and therefore also the number of validation
concepts (three for each mapping) that have to be classified.
We can observe that the execution time of our algorithm for
the largest experimented model with 300 activities is less
than 5.3 s.

Regarding the number of inconsistencies, the experi-
ment demonstrates that the increase of orchestration incon-
sistencies increases the execution time of the algorithm.
Independent of the model size, an increase of the percen-
tage of orchestration inconsistencies increases the valida-
tion time (with a fixed model size and a fixed number of
choreography inconsistencies) on an average by 7–9%. For
instance, from setting 10–30 to setting 10–50 the mean time
(M) increases from 1486 to 1613 ms. There is no difference
between strong and potential inconsistencies.

The increase of choreography inconsistencies has less
influence on the execution time, only a slight increase is
shown. A possible explanation is the lower number of
relationships that are covered by the concept expressions
ðChorA and ValidChorÞ since in contrast to orchestrations
(strong and potential inconsistencies) only dependencies
are covered by these concept expressions and no other
intentional relations. The increase is on an average by 3–5%.
7.1.3. Threats to validity
An experimental evaluation is always subject to different

threats that can affect the validity of the results. In the
following, we investigate possible threats to the validity of
our results. Three main factors influence the validity of our
experiments: (i) the size of the models, (ii) the distribution
of intentional (and therefore also control flow) relations and
(iii) the modeling approach. With respect to the size of the
process models, our investigation over existing publications
in process management confirmed that the sizes of gener-
ated models are aligned with the size of existing models in
the literature. The same holds for the assumed distribution
of intentional relations (AND, IOR and XOR), which is
assumed as approximately equal. Regarding the proposed
modeling and formalization approach of process models
and goal models, we may have slightly different execution
times for different formal representations. Thus, our results
cannot be generalized to other formalisms, which could be
used as alternative for implementation of the proposed
validation approach. However, the experimental results
show that employing Description Logic is a tractable means
to model and validate goal-oriented process models.
7.2. Validation exemplified

We demonstrate the validation for an excerpt of Fig. 1.
Consider the strong inconsistency for the activities Send

Receipt and Shipment.12 They are siblings in exclusive branches
of the same fragment. In ΣPM , there are the definitions of this
12 Note that we represent here the exclusive relation in the standard
Description Logics notation to ease the understanding of the inconsistency
that is caused by the existence of a positive and its negated statement
(after mapping Send Receipt to Bill Preparation (BL)).

http://owlapi.sourceforge.net/
http://clarkparsia.com/pellet/


Table 3
Characteristics of the generated models.

No. Goal model [intentions] Process model [activities] Realizations [mappings] Choreography Inc. (%) Orchestration Inc. (%)

(I) 200 100 100 [10, 30, 50] [10, 30, 50]
(II) 400 200 200 [10, 30, 50] [10, 30, 50]
(III) 600 300 200 [10, 30, 50] [10, 30, 50]

Fig. 3. The results of the experiment.
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relation for both activities. An excerpt of the relation definition
of activity Send Receipt is shown in Axiom 5.

OrchSendReceipt≡ð∃requires:SendReceipt
⊔∃requires:ShipmentÞ
⊓:ð∃requires:SendReceipt
⊓∃requires:ShippingÞ ð5Þ

RelBL≡∃requires:ShipOrder
⊓∃requires:BL ð6Þ

Since Send Receipt is mapped to the intentional element
(task) Bill Preparation (BL), Send Receipt is defined as
equivalent to the concept Bill Preparation (BL) and Shipment

is equivalent to Ship Order (mapping knowledge base ΣM).
From the goal model, there is a relation definition of Bill in
ΣGM as depicted in Axiom 6.

The validation concept Valid✓≡:OrchSendReceipt⊔RelBL is
classified by the reasoner as different from the universal
concept ⊤, i.e., we know that the realization equivalence
does not hold between Send Receipt and Bill Preparation.
The other validation concept Valid7≡OrchSendReceipt⊓RelBL is
classified equivalent to the bottom concept ⊥, i.e., indicating
a strong inconsistency. The same holds for Shipment.

7.3. Lessons learned

The course of our research, as presented in the previous
part of this paper, has raised the following issues for further
discussions.

Inconsistency detection and validation: The purpose of the
validation is to detect inconsistencies between mapped
elements with respect to their relationships, i.e., intentional
relations and relations of activities. This is based on a
comparison how these elements are logically related to
each other, e.g., whether their relations coincide or contra-
dict to each other. However, an analysis whether or to
which degree the execution of an activity satisfies a parti-
cular goal from a qualitative perspective leads to further
interesting research questions, e.g., like the consideration of
soft goal satisfaction in reasoning algorithms.

Resolution of detected inconsistencies: The motivation of
the presented work is to ensure correct mappings between
two different kinds of models. We do not restrict how a
detected inconsistency can be resolved. In general, there are
three non-disjoint possible directions: (i) changing the
mappings, (ii) redesigning the process model or (iii) rede-
signing the goal model.

However, another application context could be the dedi-
cated redesign of process models, inwhich inconsistent process
models (with respect to goal models) are redesigned until they
meet the requirements that are imposed by the goal models.

From requirements to orchestration. As mentioned in
Section 4, we restrict mappings to tasks in the goal model
since they operationalize stakeholders' goals, and therefore,
they can be directly realized by activities in a process. The
proposed modeling framework is based on these assump-
tions. Discussions whether hard and especially soft goals
could be mapped to activities and whether this is mean-
ingful are outside of the scope of this paper.

From requirements to choreography: As discussed in
Section 4, the inconsistency detection does not check the
directions of dependencies and interaction patterns, since
the dependency relations in the goal model do not provide
enough information to decide the type of service interaction
patterns between the corresponding processes, we cannot
make a conclusion about the types and directions of inter-
action patterns based on dependency relations. Hence, we
did not make a claim in this regard. However, it is an
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interesting point for further research investigations and
case studies to investigate whether and how directions of
dependencies in goal models influence the directions of
message exchange between process models.

Overall application context: Another aspect, to be dis-
cussed, is the usefulness and applicability in real applica-
tions. The key benefit of the modeling setting with goal and
process models in combination with mappings offers two
different “views” on a system/application (requirements
and process models), while ensuring the correct alignment
between modeling constructs and their logics in both views.
This allows a (partly) independent development and main-
tenance of a system from two viewpoints. Alternative
approaches consider the derivation of a process model from
an existing requirement model (cf. Section 8).
7.4. Rationale for Description Logics

Description Logics is an expressive language for knowl-
edge representation. The semantics of Description Logics
provides an unambiguous interpretation of expressions in
the knowledge base that is a prerequisite for automated
reasoning. The contribution of Description Logics reasoning
to the validation is threefold:
�
 We use reasoning to recognize orchestration and chor-
eography inconsistencies.
�
 Due to the classification of concepts and the subsump-
tion checking between concepts, the reasoner directly
pinpoints the source of an inconsistency, i.e., which
element (intention and activity) is part of an inconsis-
tency. This is crucial in large models, where various
mappings exist.
�
 We use classifications of concept expressions by the
reasoner in order to check whether a concept expression
is always satisfied, is satisfiable or is unsatisfiable. This is
exploited to distinguish between strong and potential
inconsistencies.

The strengths of Description Logics are quite efficient
reasoning procedure in practical settings and there is a well
established infrastructure for modeling and reasoning tool
support. Description Logics is a decidable subset of first-
order logic, and the theoretical exponential reasoning com-
plexity is tractable in practical settings. In contrast to
propositional logic, Description Logics is more expressive
and allows the integration of further background knowl-
edge like annotations of elements.

Finally, there are some weaknesses of Description Logics
and the proposed modeling approach. Certain aspects of the
models cannot be represented in standard Description Logic
models, e.g., the influence of qualitative aspects, as captured
by soft goals in which there is no clear-cut criteria to
measure the achievement, need further modeling
approaches.

Our representation relies on a structural representation of
processes and how activities are related to each other.
Temporal relations are covered by predecessor and successor
relations of activities, but without (rather powerful) temporal
(logic) representation formalisms. Due to transformations
and dedicated modeling decisions, like the introduced mate-
rialized process model representation (cf. Section 2), we can
disregard temporal constructs. However, such temporal
modeling constructs are widely used in process modeling
and the incorporation of them is another interesting aspect.
The standard Description Logics language does not support
temporal constructs. However, there are some initial
approaches that address such issues in Description Logics
[39].

8. Related work

The first group of related work considers relations
between goal models and business process models, but
not validation as it is done in our work. Transforming goal
models into business process model has been one of the
major research areas in business process management.
Lapouchnian et al. [40] use goal models for the configura-
tion of business processes. Goal models are annotated with
control flow information and afterwards transformed into
BPEL processes. Similarly, Decreus and Poels [41] annotate
goal-oriented models in the so-called B-SCP framework
with control flow information and transform them into
BPMN skeletons. Furthermore, Frankova et al. [42] trans-
form SI*/Secure Tropos models into skeletons of process
models in BPMN, from which they generate executable
processes in BPEL. On the other hand, Santos et al. [5]
derive goal models from existing process models. Such goal
models are then used to control variability and configura-
tion of processes. Finally, Koliadis et al. [3] annotate activ-
ities of process models with effects, whereby these effects
serve for a comparison of a process with user goals, i.e.,
effects of activities are compared with goal fulfillment. The
basic principle is to reflect changes from an i⋆ model to a
BPMN model and vice versa.

The second group of related research is more related to
our work, where some kind of verification between require-
ments and business process models is investigated. In this
line of related research, Kazhamiakin et al. [29] propose a
methodology that provides a set of high-level mapping
rules to produce process models in BPEL from Tropos
models. In order to enable requirements driven verification
of process models, they employ the formal Tropos language
in combination with temporal constraints. While their work
and their tools support several types of formal analyses for
consistency checks in the requirements models as well as in
the process model, they do not focus on validation of the
inconsistencies across models, i.e., those cases where both
models are consistent but the mapping align elements with
contradicting relationships, as it is done in our work.

Soffer and Wand [43,44] propose a generic theory-based
process modeling framework based on Bunge's ontology for
a goal-driven analysis of process models to check goal
reachability in process models. They define a goal as stable
state, which indicates the termination of the process. Their
framework defines a set of assumptions and parameters
(based on goal relations and workflow relations), which are
used to check if a set of workflow patterns ensure that
processes can always reach their goals. Hence, using these
parameters, it is possible to identify sets of valid and invalid
design decision with respect to business goals. They also
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suggest appropriate redesign actions to eliminate invalid
designs. Our approach follows the similar objective, but we
use DL based reasoning to identify inconsistencies
automatically.

Pistore et al. [45] introduce an approach to design and
verify web services. The requirements are also specified
using goal models or more precisely Formal Tropos models.
BPEL4WS is used for business processes. Their approach
enables verification of whether linear time temporal con-
straints specified in goal models hold in business process
models. Mahfouz et al. [46] complement the approach of
Pistore et al. and verify if linear time first order temporal
constraints, specified in goal models, hold in message
exchange (choreography). Our approach verifies that inten-
tional relationships in goal models are consistent with
execution and message exchange in process models. Similar
to our approach, Markovic et al. [47] introduce an ontology
based specification of goal models and their relationships to
process models. However, potential inconsistencies and
validation of goals in process models are not discussed.

Liaskos et al. [48] also introduce an approach for goal
based customization of workflows. A family of processes is
extended with the notation for partial temporal ordering of
goals. A particular member of the family is specified by
constraints with the means of linear temporal logic opera-
tors. However, this approach does not take into considera-
tion business process logic embedded in the realization of
business processes, which is the focus of our validation. La
Rosa et al. [49] propose a questionnaire based customiza-
tion of configurable business processes represented in C-
YAWL [50]. They use a Petri-net based reasoner [51] to
preserve the correctness during process configuration.
Variability patterns of La Rosa et al.'s work are narrower
than patterns introduced in this work.

9. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a novel approach for
handling inconsistencies in mappings between goal models
and business process models. We distinguish between two
kinds of inconsistencies. (i) Inconsistencies of the process
orchestration are caused by contradicting control flow
relationships between activities in the business process
model and between relationships of user intentions in the
goal model. (ii) Choreography inconsistencies occur if
dependencies among actors in the goal model are not
reflected by message exchange between the corresponding
activities in the business process models. By automatically
identifying these inconsistencies, we are able to detect
executable processes that did not meet user requirements
or lead to undesired executions. Additionally, we allow for
goal models and business process models to evolve
independently.

Our contribution extends the body of knowledge in the
field by considering these mapping as first-class citizens
along with goal models and business process models. We
plan to extend this approach in combination with our
existing work on configuration of business process families
[52] to provide a complete solution for software product
lines that use goal models, feature models and process
models as main artifacts.
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